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2022 kicks off International Decade
of Indigenous Languages

The proclamation was published in
Cree, Dene and English.

January 2022 commences the United Nations International Decade of Indigenous Languages, as
proclaimed by Mayor Sandy Bowman at the January 11 Council meeting. The proclamation was
published in Cree, Dene and English.
To celebrate and promote the decade, the Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo (RMWB) has put
together a working group of municipal staff and
community partners to plan and undertake events.
The working group first met on Feb. 1, 2022, with

representatives from the RMWB, Fort McMurray
468 First Nation, Fort McKay First Nation, Fort McKay Métis Nation, and the Nistawoyou Association
Friendship Centre.
The events will create dialogue and identify concrete, long-term and sustainable solutions to protect and promote Indigenous languages in all
levels of society. A kick-off event is currently being
planned.

To celebrate the International Decade of Indigenous Languages, as well as National Indigenous
Languages Day on March 31, learn numbers and
colours in Cree and Dene by colouring a picture of
a moccasin! Colouring sheets can be found on the
RMWB Facebook page.
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Mayor Bowman learning Cree and Dene
to promote Indigenous language revitalization

Mayor Sandy Bowman
is learning Cree and Dene.

At a recent event in Fort McMurray, Mayor Bowman
says he caught Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation
Chief Allan Adam by surprise. Mayor Bowman
greeted Chief Adam in Dene by asking how he
was. When Chief Adam reciprocated the question,
Mayor Bowman also responded in Dene.

After a couple lessons with Elder Rita Marten of
Mikisew Cree First Nation and Elder Patrice Mercredi of Athabasca Chipewyan First Nation, Mayor Bowman knew he wanted to learn more than
greetings. He says he looks forward to the lessons
each week.

That’s because for the past four months, Mayor
Bowman has been taking weekly Cree and Dene
lessons with local Language Keepers. He first wanted to learn how to greet Indigenous people in their
languages, an icebreaker he uses in his martial arts
gym to greet children of diverse backgrounds who
may not speak much English.

“It’s been amazing. I really appreciate the Elders’
time and it’s fun learning,” he said. “When you get it
right, I feel like I’m in school again and the teacher
is happy you did a good job. It’s a fun experience.”

“My grandmaster taught me taekwondo. I’d go
visit him at Christmas and I’d have Korean families
come and help me with Korean, I had a Korean
Grade 5 book, so I’d know how to speak it,” says
Mayor Bowman. “I’d be excited for Christmas to
greet him, ask him how he was and that’s where it
started. I kept it going. It’s expanded to this.”

The Elders are also enjoying their part of the language lessons and appreciate the Mayor’s role in
helping preserve local Indigenous languages.
“In 1984, my father, Sal Marten, said, ‘I welcome my
friend, shake his hand and ask him to tell me about
his ways and I will share my language, my way of
life. Together we will learn from best of both cultures,’” said Elder Rita Marten. “This is exactly what
my father meant. Mayor Bowman embraces our

language and way of life. Thank you, Mayor Bowman.”
“One thing I’ve seen so far in Mayor Bowman’s
character is his concentration, determined attitude,
and discipline,” Elder Patrice Mercredi said. “He’s a
very astute person who cares about what he’s doing. He shows interest in our language and our culture, and I was very, very moved by that.”
Mayor Bowman’s goal is to deliver the land acknowledgment in Cree and Dene during the 2023
Arctic Winter Games, which are being held in
Wood Buffalo.
“A huge thank you to the Elders for doing this for
me and with me. It’s a great journey and I’m looking forward to being able to present it in public.”
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It’s Time to Read book club
building bridges through book

It’s Time to Read will begin reading
The Strangers by Katherena Vermette in April.

In January 2022, the Regional Municipality of
Wood Buffalo (RMWB) and the Wood Buffalo Regional Library (WBRL) launched It’s Time to Read.
The virtual book club features the works and voices
of Indigenous authors to increase understanding
and awareness of Indigenous culture, history, and
current issues.

fiction, are a powerful tool for education and reconciliation. Through this book club, we hope our
community expands their awareness of Indigenous
experiences, engages with Indigenous history and
way of life, and gains a deeper understanding of
the effects of colonization and the importance of
reconciliation.”

“Learning is a critical step,” said RMWB Indigenous and Rural Relations Director Dennis Fraser.
“Through Indigenous authors – by exploring their
voices and worldviews, and by talking through the
themes in their writings, we can all find important
lessons and points of reflection.”

The book club explored its first book, bestselling
young adult novel Firekeeper’s Daughter by Angeline Boulley, in January. In April, the book club
will begin reading its second book together, The
Strangers by Métis writer Katherena Vermette. A
follow-up to Vermette’s successful debut novel,
The Break, The Strangers is a staggering intergenerational saga that explores how connected we
are, even when we are no longer together – even
when we are forced apart.

“Wood Buffalo Regional Library is thrilled to collaborate with the RMWB on the It’s Time to Read book
club,” said Sheri Anthony, WBRL Community Engagement Manager. “Books, both fiction and non-

Through a virtual platform, book club members
explore and discuss the book. All are welcome to
join; however, it is important to note that books
may contain adult content, including but not limited to adult language, themes, and violence. The
Strangers is not suitable for younger readers and
may be triggering for some. While The Strangers
features heavy and intense content, it was selected
for its realistic and moving portrayal of intergenerational trauma, racism, resilience, and survival.
Interested in reading The Strangers and joining the
conversation? Visit participate.rmwb.ca/it-s-timeto-read for more information and to subscribe.
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Indigenous Speaker Series highlights
Indigenomics in first talk of 2022

Carol Anne Hilton was the first featured speaker
of the Indigenous Speaker Series in 2022.

The Indigenous Speaker Series is continuing in
2022, kicking off this year’s series with Carol Anne
Hilton.
Carol Anne is of Nuu-chah-nulth descent from the
Hesquiaht Nation on Vancouver Island and is the
CEO and founder of the Indigenomics Institute
and the Global Center of Indigenomics. She is a dynamic national Indigenous business leader, author,
speaker and senior adviser with an International
Master’s Degree in Business Management (MBA)
from the University of Hertfordshire, England. Carol Anne is also the author of Indigenomics – Taking
a Seat at the Economic Table and is an adjunct professor at Royal Roads University’s School of Business.
During her Feb. 24 talk, Carol Anne spoke about
the development of Indigenomics, both as a new
concept and as a book. Her keynote, book, and

concept of Indigenomics look through history,
from contact to present day, to reorient the relationship between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Canadians.
“As a new word, [Indigenomics] is intended to be
able to bring into visibility the importance of the
Indigenous relationship and, in understanding that
the core concept of Indigenomics is to be able to
bring our understanding and align our action of
this concept of Indigenous economic displacement,” she explained. “Indigenous economic displacement is the systemic removal from our traditional lands, our traditional ways of being, our
language, and even our worldview.”
Carol Anne also made suggestions that municipalities could implement to advance economic reconciliation, including an Indigenous procurement
policy. In July 2021, Council unanimously sup-

ported a motion that directed the development of
such a policy, which would support procurement
of goods and services from qualified Indigenous
communities and businesses and ensure the proper inclusion and consideration of regional Indigenous businesses and support community economic benefits. This also helps the Municipality make
progress on Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC) Call to Action #92, which calls for Indigenous
communities gaining long-term, sustainable benefits from economic development projects. The
Municipality formally adopted Call to Action #92
in 2021, identifying it as an important priority for
advancing reconciliation in Wood Buffalo.
If you missed Carol Anne’s talk, you can watch the
recording of the event at https://www.rmwb.ca/en/
indigenous-and-rural-relations/indigenous-speaker-series.aspx.

